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          A Journey from Begusarai(Bihar) to AIR-4

          (Gate-2018)

          Results are the valediction of our commitment to the students and the hardwork of our students. Do listen what our students have to say about us.
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          Welcome to Reckon Civil Academy

          Building Concepts

          Reckon Civil Academy (RCA) is an exclusive institute for "Civil Engineering" Students across India. It is an institute which aims to develop concepts of Civil Engineering required for competitive examinations such as GATE, IES & PSUs
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          Youtube Channel

          Easy to use

          More than 110 Videos available in our Youtube Channel which comprises the technical, scientific, aptitude and motivational videos. Videos are available without any cost and for everyone. You watch, learn and share the videos to others.
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          Online Classes

          Customizable

          Rather than missing important class sessions, students can always “attend” videos any time they prefer and by participating on discussion boards/chat sessions, or read study materials. Online classes avoids traveling away from home, living in unknown city etc.
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        Learning At RCAOnline

        You Decide, We Provide
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            Why Reckon Online

            Digital Education
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            Online Classes

            Our Classes @ Your Place
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            Youtube Videos

            Learn Anytime You Want

          

        

      

    

  

  
    

    
      
        Have You Seen Our Explanatory Videos?

      

      	
          Demo Videos
        
	
          Fluid Mech.(Hindi)
        
	
          Fluid Mech.(Eng)
        
	
          Mohr Circle
        
	
          Time & Work
        
	
          Probability
        
	
          Motivation
        
	
          Truss Analysis
        
	
          Deflection
        
	
          Lateral Earth Pressure of Soil
        
	
          Shear Strength of Soil
        
	
          Theory of Failure
        
	
          How to Find Reaction
        
	
          Indeterminancy
        


      
        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered 

              1) Use of Indeterminacy,

              2) Determinate and Indeterminate structure.

              3) Force Method

               4) Displacement Method,

              5) Comparison of Force and Displacement method with numerical,

              Points Discussed:

              1) what is static and kinematic indeterminacy 

              2) what is the use of indeterminacy,

              3) how to find static indeterminacy in beam and frames.

              4) Kinematic Indeterminacy (2-D),

              5) Kinematic Indeterminacy (3-D)  with numerical,

              6)Solution of ESE and GATE Questions of Indeterminacy

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

              

              1)how to find the reaction in simply supported beam, overhang beam and cantilever. this is the most vital part for analysis the structure as well as to start a numerical problem In this video,

              

              2)Degree of freedom, type of supports (i.e roller, hinge, and fixed)

              

              3)Solution of GATE & ESE of SF AND BM Diagram

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

              1) What is failure

              2)what is Factor of safety

              3)what is simple loading and what is complex loading

              4) Criteria for failure of ductile and brittle material.

              5) Maximum principal stress theory

              6) Maximum shear stress theory

              7) Maximum principal strain theory

              8) Maximum strain energy theory

              9) Maximum distortion energy theory.

              10) Question that appeared in IES related to theory of failure.

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

               1. Why shear strength of soil is important,    2. Difference between shear strength and shear stress.

               3. Coulomb and mohr theory,    4.Critical failure plane.and important formula related to ESE and GATE.

              5) Type of Test (UU-unconsolidated undrained, CU consolidated undrained, CD-consolidated drained test)

              6) Skempton pore pressure    7) Shear box test

              8) Trail Test     9) Vane Shear Test

              10) Critical void ratio,    11) Liquification of soil

              12)Factor affecting angle of internal friction     13) Saturated clay,

              14) Unconfined compression test (UCC test)    15) Over consolidated and normally consolidated test

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

              1) Difference between Water and soil,     2) Soil at Rest,

              3) Limiting equilibrium or Plastic Equilibrium    4) Active earth pressure,

              5) Passive earth Pressure,

              6) Comparison of active, and passive and at rest earth pressure. 

              7) Recap of previous video,    8) Critical Depth for cohesive soil,

              9) Assumption of Rankine earth pressure theory,    10) Surcharge on soil,

              11) Soil is Saturated,    12) Soil with stratum change 

              13) Inclined load on soil,    14) Coulomb earth theory

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Online

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

              1. Principal of minimum potential energy.    2. Potential energy of beam.

               3. Castigliano theorems    

              4. How to find deflection using Castigilano theorem (with fictitious load) why we find deflection

              (B) how to deflection using area moment method,

              (C) its advantages and disadvantages while solving the objective question. Maxwell Betti Reciprocal Theorem, Conjugate beam method

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              In this video series, following points are covered

              1) Picture of 2-D and 3-D truss,    2) Load Path of the Truss,   3) Different member of Truss     4) Assumption in Truss Analysis    5) Why Trusses have triangular shape   6) Pratt and Warren Truss   7) Why Trusses have Zero force member    8) Summary of static indeterminacy of beam   9) Static indeterminacy of 2-dimension truss   11) Stability of 2-dimension truss,     12) Numerals on static indeterminacy of truss,    13) Static indeterminacy of 3-dimension truss    14) How to find the kinematic Indeterminacy of 2-Dimension and 3-Dimension truss.   15) Finding the kinematic indeterminacy of truss is quite easy than finding the kinematic indeterminacy of beam and frame.    16) At any joint of a 2-D truss, the Degree of freedom is 2 in comparison to flexural member having 3.

            

          

        

        
          
            
          

          
            
              
                Reckon Civil Academy

              

              Exam like GATE will change the life of the individual completely so How to study before the few days of big exam like GATE, How to manage time, what should be your eating habits, How much should you sleep. All these question has been answered in this video.

              After hard work and dedication, the next important thing required to crack the exam of GATE & ESE is avoiding the negative marking.  Negative marking is the process to filter those candidates who are not sure about the correct Answer. So, candidates if you are appearing in GATE & ESE, you must have to be careful at the time of answering of question.  Playlist also consists the 7 movies name which every engineer should watch.
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              In this video series, following points are covered

              1) Concept of Probability

              2) Permutation and Combination (Difference between permutation and combination),

              3) Formula for combination and permutation

              4) Selection of r object from n object ( when order matters, when order doesn’t matter, with repetition and without repetition)

              5)  Events     6) Complimentary Event    7) Independent Event

              8) Mutually Exclusive and jointly Exhaustive Event

              9) Axiom of Probability   10) Intersection and Union
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              Aptitude weight-age in very high in Competitive Exam.  Reckon Civil Academy started the series (each day one video) to help student to prepare for Competitive Exam. This is the third video in which we discuss Time and Work problems without any formula.
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              In this video series, following points are covered

              1)Mohr's circle

              2) the famous interview question is solved of mohr circle " when mohr circle become a point" watch the video

              3) Stress element can be solved without drawing mohr circle, analytic formula are discussed to find the normal stress, principal stress, shear stress and tangential stress on any plane.

              4) Major Principal Stress and Minor Principal Stress, Maximum Shear Stress and its Plane.
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              In this video series, interesting real life examples have been covered like

              1)Why Doctor Measures Blood Pressure of patient at Arm level not at leg or Neck.

              2) What is the maximum pressure exists at the deepest level of the earth 

              3) A misconception related to "Hydro Static Paradox” 

              4) A technical reason of TITANIC SUBMERGENCE related to Buoyancy

              5) What is the actual weight of human body?

              6)Can you open a car door which is submerged in water ? 

              7) Upto which height a human can suck the water using straw 

              8) Is it possible for a child to lift a Car? 

              9) what is the Relation between Diameter and Radius in Fluid Mechanics context
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              This is 3 Video demo series having random videos of different section of Civil Engineering.

              First time on youtube, online lectures dedicated for preparation of IES & GATE for Civil Engineering.

              In this video series the following point have been discussed

              1. Introduction to Entire Fluid Mechanics.

              2. Introduction of Hydrograph, a special method i.e.Process Flow Diagram.

              3. Level-2 Problems of Torison

            

          

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        Online Classes

        Choose the way you want to learn.

      

      
        
          Features

          	Video Lectures
	PDF Notes and Level-1, Level-2 Questions
	Doubt Clearing Sessions
	Test Series
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        We Offer Custom Plans. Contact Us For More Info.
Contact Us
      

    

  

  
    

    
      
        About Us

        Reckon civil academy is India's best coaching institute for civil engineering for the preparation of GATE IES PSU's and other competitive exams. It is an institute which aims to develop concepts of Civil Engineering required for competitive examinations such as Graduate Aptitude Test of Engineering (GATE), Indian Engineering Services (IES) & Entrance Exams for Public Services Enterprises (PSUs) by an experienced team of faculty from IIT Bombay and IIT Kanpur.

        In very short span RCA has proved its mettle with number of successful students who have clearing IES written test in BE final Year itself. Moreover a significant number of our students have also excelled in other exams too.

        In Chhattisgarh State Engineering Test, 3 students have grabbed position in top 10. 12 students in top 50 and in total 26 students were selected in the exam while still being in their final year of Engineering. Our focussed pedagogy and novel techniques of teaching has got our 15 students to come out with flying colours in the GATE exam and finally crack into different IITS.

        Keeping pace with present era where GATE has been transformed into an Online Test, we have designed an Online Test Series to benefit all students across India who aspire for GATE and who need a Rich Practice Experience matching the rigours and assessment methodology of GATE.


        

      

      
        
          

          
            
              What Our Students Say?

              No one can tell about us better than our students.

            

            
              
                
                  I am extremely thankful to the RCA team, for all the guidance and help i got. RCA-online, undoubtedly helps to get a very good idea and practice about the newly introduced online pattern of GATE.
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                         Happy Raja Singh (Cleared IES with      rank 109, 8 rank in PWD, working in                 MES)
                  

                

              

              
                
                  For a student, like me who haven't join any coaching classes to prepare, RCA Online is the best site for preparation.. I'm very thankful to RCA team for creating such a stupendous website.
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                         Shivam Soni (IES written cleared,      selected in EIL, PWD, GATE rank 542,                  2nd rank in PWD, and 2nd rank in                  housing Board Asset.Engg.)
                  

                

              

              
                
                  The user interface of RCA Online is intuitive and friendy. The response time is instantaneous. I click and the page loads immediately. I wonder how they make this happen.
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                        Amrita Basu (Passed from IIT BOMBAY,     pursing Phd from Europe)
                  

                

              

            

            "Perfection is Achieved Not When There Is Nothing More to Add, But When There Is Nothing Left to Take Away"

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              Contact Us

              We would like to hear from you. You can email us, call us or visit us for cup of coffee.

            

          

          
            
              Reckon Civil Academy,

              Online Classes and Videos

              Bhilai, Chhattisgarh - 490200

              [email protected]

              WhatsApp Number

              +91 83494 52879

              +91 99935 23128

              +91 7693903243

              
                We Are Social
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